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Abstract

(1)

Coherent discourse is distinguished from a
mere collection of utterances by the satisfaction of a diverse set of constraints, for example
choice of expression, logical relation between
denoted events, and implicit compatibility with
world-knowledge. Do neural language models
encode such constraints? We design an extendable set of test suites addressing different aspects of discourse and dialogue coherence. Unlike most previous coherence evaluation studies, we address specific linguistic devices beyond sentence order perturbations, allowing for
a more fine-grained analysis of what constitutes
coherence and what neural models trained on
a language modelling objective do encode. Extending the targeted evaluation paradigm for
neural language models (Marvin and Linzen,
2018) to phenomena beyond syntax, we show
that this paradigm is equally suited to evaluate
linguistic qualities that contribute to the notion
of coherence.

1

Introduction

Statistical models trained on large amounts of data
using the language modelling objective (predicting
words in context) have shown to pick up an intriguing amount of implicit knowledge about other tasks,
for example syntactic knowledge (Warstadt et al.,
2020; Hu et al., 2020) or world knowledge (Trinh
and Le, 2019; Tamborrino et al., 2020). They have
also been shown to exhibit, within these tasks, interesting divergences from expectation and sensitivity
to confounding factors (e.g. McCoy et al. (2019)).
Inspired by the recently released SyntaxGym
(Gauthier et al., 2020), which enables specific and
standardised evaluation of syntactic knowledge encoded in such models, we explore whether similar
methods can be applied to the study of discourse
knowledge or coherence, i.e., constraints acting
across sentence boundaries, as illustrated in (1)
(where "#" marks the less acceptable variant).

a. #The lone ranger rode off into the sunset. Then he jumped on his horse.
b. The lone ranger jumped on his horse.
Then he rode into the sunset.

A common approach to coherence evaluation consists in shuffling the sentence order of a text,
thereby creating incoherent text samples that need
to be discriminated from the original (Barzilay and
Lapata, 2008). While this approach to creating incoherent test data is intuitive enough, recent studies
suggest that it paints only a partial picture of what
constitutes coherence (Lai and Tetreault, 2018; Mohammadi et al., 2020; Pishdad et al., 2020). It does
not pinpoint the qualities that make the shuffled
text incoherent, it does not tell us which linguistic
devices are at fault, emphasising the need to move
beyond this technique. This paper aims to add to
the growing body of research stressing the need
for more qualitative evaluations of text coherence
(See et al., 2019; Mohammadi et al., 2020; Pishdad
et al., 2020).
We design different test suites created semiautomatically from existing corpora. This eases
the burden of creating them from scratch and ensures the inclusion of multiple genres, crucially
including dialogue data. Each test suite addresses
a hypothesis about an underlying linguistic device
contributing to a text’s coherence, i.e., choice of
referring expressions, discourse connectives, and
intention (speaker commitment).
Our contributions are the following: We
• extend SyntaxGym to handle phenomena acting across sentence boundaries, but keep the
general functionality to allow the use of both
syntactic and coherence test suites,
• show that it is possible to evaluate dialogue
models by extending lm-zoo (SyntaxGym’s
model repository), and
• present a first set of coherence test suites, each
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assessing a fine-grained and linguistically motivated element of coherence.
Our work thus eliminates the need for adapting and gathering various benchmark datasets by
providing an easily extensible coherence evaluation
framework that allows the use of existing test suites
and the design of new ones. At the moment, all of
the test suites reported below are in English, but
we come back to possible extensions in Section 5.
Our results are mixed: To the extent that the test
suites effectively capture coherence, the examined
models are neither systematically incoherent nor
coherent. We take this as support for our claim that
more and better linguistically informed test suites
are needed in oder to fully understand if neural
models actually do capture genuine coherence. We
expect to develop our work further, but at this point,
our contribution is a systematic framework that will
allow us to do just that.
The code to create our test suites can be found
at
https://github.com/AnneBeyer/
coherencegym.

2

Related Work

SyntaxGym. Gauthier et al. (2020) develop a
toolkit for targeted evaluation of language models
on different syntactic phenomena. It is built on top
of lm-zoo,1 a repository of language models that
each specify their corresponding function to extract
token level surprisal values s(t) from the language
model’s conditional token probabilities p.
s(ti ) = −log2 (p(ti |t0 . . . ti−1 ))

(1)

Different syntactic phenomena can be evaluated
by running models on different test suites. Each test
suite contains items with minimally different conditions, focusing on the specific phenomenon. An
example item for NUMBER AGREEMENT is given
below.
(2)

1

a.

condition name: match
region 1: The woman
region 2: plays
region 3: the guitar

b.

condition name: mismatch
region 1: The woman
region 2: play
region 3: the guitar

https://cpllab.github.io/lm-zoo/

Each test suite also contains a prediction of the
expected difference between conditions. Splitting
the input into different regions makes it possible to
measure the difference in model predictions at the
token or phrase level. (e.g. region 2 in condition
mismatch should be more surprising than region 2
in condition match).
Coherence. While the notion of syntactic acceptability is well studied from a linguistic point of
view and in terms of neural language model representations (Marvin and Linzen, 2018; Warstadt
et al., 2019, 2020; Hu et al., 2020, inter alia), it
remains less clear what neural models are capable of capturing when modelling language across
sentence boundaries.
There exists a large body of work in linguistics
regarding different notions of coherence, such as
the influence of coreference (Hobbs, 1979; Barzilay and Lapata, 2008, inter alia), Centering theory
(Grosz et al., 1995), discourse structure (Mann and
Thompson, 1987; Webber et al., 2003), and phenomena that connect utterances in dialogue, such
as conversational maxims (Grice, 1975) or speaker
interaction (Lascarides and Asher, 2009).
Many of these are also mentioned by coherence
evaluation studies, nonetheless they mostly revert
to the use of some form of sentence-order variations (Chen et al., 2019; Moon et al., 2019; Xu et al.,
2019; Mesgar et al., 2020). While some progress
has been made towards incorporating more linguistically motivated test sets (Chen et al., 2019; Mohammadi et al., 2020; Pishdad et al., 2020), most
evaluation studies focus on models trained specifically on coherence classification and prediction
tasks.

Language models. The recently proposed transformer language model GPT-2 (Radford et al.,
2019) has been shown to perform very well on
many downstream language tasks. See et al. (2019)
quantitatively evaluate GPT-2 as a language generator and find that it generally performs on par with
a state-of-the-art neural story generation model.
However, they also note that their automatic measures focus mostly on text diversity and stress the
need for more qualitative evaluation methods for
notions like text coherence.
GPT-2 is also the basis of the recently proposed
dialogue model D IALO GPT (Zhang et al., 2020),
which is fine-tuned on conversational data from
Reddit. Mehri and Eskenazi (2020) argue that D I 4165
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encodes several notions of dialogue quality, including coherence. They manually create
several positive and negative follow-up utterances
for certain dialog qualities (e.g. “Wow, that’s interesting!" or “I’m confused."). The likelihood of
D IALO GPT outputting either of them is then used
to give an overall score per quality. The notion of
dialogue coherence, although shown to be among
the most important for predicting overall dialogue
quality, is found to be one of the hardest to predict
using this method. The authors attribute this to the
fact that coherence (or the lack thereof) is seldom
verbalised, so the model is not able to associate
this notion with specific follow-up utterances. We
take this a step back and evaluate the evaluator in
order to get a better understanding of which notions of coherence are actually implicitly encoded
in D IALO GPT.
We test GPT-2 and D IALO GPT on different
notions of discourse and dialogue coherence by
evaluating them on specifically designed test suites
building on the SyntaxGym methodology.

3

From SyntaxGym to CoherenceGym:
Querying Coherence Judgements and
Creating Datasets

We show that the methods implemented in SyntaxGym can also be applied to evaluate phenomena
that go beyond a single sentence. SyntaxGym is
based on the psycholinguistically motivated notion of surprisal, which they utilise to compare
the scores assigned by a language model to specific regions in a minimal pair of sentences. In
our CoherenceGym setting, the regions of interest
comprise larger chunks up to whole sentences. We
calculate the models’ token level surprisals and aggregate them over all tokens t1 . . . tn in the region
r of interest. As the continuations may differ in
more than one token and can be of different lengths,
we use the mean region surprisal.2
n
1X
smean (r) =
s(ti )
n i=1

(2)

To create incoherent versions, we utilise several
existing datasets and devise different modifications
that target a concrete phenomenon. We also include
some existing methods and resources in order to
demonstrate that those can easily be integrated and
to cover a wide range of phenomena, which are
2
This required a slight adaptation of syntaxgym, which
is now part of the official implementation.

described in detail in Section 4. We further add
D IALO GPT (Zhang et al., 2020) to the lm-zoo
to show that the coherence test suites can also be
used to evaluate dialogue models.3
The Coherence Detection (CD) scores reported
in Section 4 measure the proportion of items for
which each model met the prediction of each test
suite, i.e., the prediction accuracy of whether the
model found the incoherent version more surprising than the coherent counterpart.
3.1

Models

SyntaxGym is built as a wrapper on top of
lm-zoo, a repository of language model Docker
containers specifying the functions tokenizer,
unkify and get_surprisals.
GPT-2
(117M) (Radford et al., 2019) is already included
by the developers, based on the huggingface transformers library.4 We use this version and add D I ALO GPT (Zhang et al., 2020), which is built upon
GPT-2, but further fine-tuned on Reddit data, in
the same manner. As Reddit contains multi-person
dialogues, the separator token is taken to denote
speaker change. Both models compute the next
token probability based on the softmax output of
the final linear layer of the decoder. Following
the get_surprisals function for GPT-2, we
transform the token probabilities into surprisals as
shown in Equation 1.
Each of the two models exist in different versions, depending on the number of parameters (embedding size, number of layers). For technical reasons, we used the small version of GPT-2 (117M)
and the medium version of D IALO GPT(345M), so
the two models are not directly comparable. As
the aim of this study is to show that the surprisal
based targeted evaluation paradigm is useful for coherence evaluation in general, we leave a detailed
comparison of the impact of different model sizes
to future work.

4

Coherence Phenomena and Test Suites

In this section, we describe the different coherence
phenomena assessed by our test suites. For every test suite we first posit a hypothesis, which is
coded into the suite’s prediction section. Next, we
describe the dataset and the manipulation applied
3

This implies some restrictions on compatibility though:
All models should be able to predict discourse coherence
phenomena, but only dialogue models need to additionally
encode dialogue coherence.
4
https://huggingface.co/transformers/
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to create incoherent samples that exhibit a violation
of coherence regarding the specific phenomenon.
Each subsection reports the results of the evaluated
models on the respective test suite. As we evaluate
models pre-trained on English data, our test suites
are devised only in English as well.
The first three test suites are based on existing
methods or test sets that we integrate into the framework. The following three test suites are newly
created.
4.1

0.86

0.50

0.96

0.72

D IALO GPT 0.78

0.44

0.86

0.55

1871

1871

967

967

GPT-2

#items

Table 1: CD scores on shuffling test suites. (N = narration, D = dialogue data, all refers to the shuffling of all
sentences, context is based on comparing the surprisals
of the last sentence with ordered or shuffled context.

Sentence Order Baseline Test Suite

Hypothesis: A coherent text is composed of an ordered set of sentences in a logical sequence; shuffling the sentences breaks the logical order and
hence coherence. Since sequentiality is central to
the language modelling task, models successfully
distinguish between both versions.
This shuffling technique has been widely applied in
the evaluation of coherence models (Barzilay and
Lapata, 2008; Chen et al., 2019; Moon et al., 2019;
Xu et al., 2019; Mesgar et al., 2020). We include it
as baseline for our method, in order to contrast how
more fine-grained notions of coherence compare to
this broad approach.
We use ROCStories (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016)
and the P ERSONA -C HAT corpus (Zhang et al.,
2018) to evaluate sentence order for narration as
well as dialogue data. The ROCStories corpus consists of coherent five-sentence stories which were
gathered by employing crowdworkers and contain
several temporal and causal relations between the
sentences. To create the P ERSONA -C HAT corpus
(Zhang et al., 2018), crowd sourced dialogue participants were assigned a persona in the form of
descriptive natural language sentences and were
asked to talk to each other impersonating their assigned persona. The dialogues contain at least 6
turns and we extract only the utterances and ignore
the persona descriptions.
Two versions are created of both corpora:
1. We shuffle all utterances and compare the aggregated overall surprisal for all tokens over
all regions.
2. We keep the last utterance fixed and shuffle
only the context and compare the aggregated
surprisal for the second region (cf. (3)).
(3)

N_all N_context D_all D_context

a.

b.

lot of fun and always invite. I finally
decided to tag along last Saturday. I
danced terribly and broke a friend’s
toe.
region 2: The next weekend, I was
asked to please stay home.
condition name: shuffled
region 1: I finally decided to tag along
last Saturday. I danced terribly and
broke a friend’s toe. My friends all
love to go to the club to dance. They
think it’s a lot of fun and always invite.
region 2: The next weekend, I was
asked to please stay home.

Results. As Table 1 shows, shuffling is a good
first indicator for detecting coherence on a global
level, as the models perform quite well in the conditions where all sentences have been shuffled.5
On a local level (i.e., the influence that shuffling
the context has on the following sentence), however, the ability to detect the manipulated sequence
drops largely, even to or below chance. A manual
inspection of the data in the context condition revealed that, in some cases, the final (non-moved)
utterance (region 2) also can be judged as a coherent follow-up to the utterance shuffled into the final
context position. This also reveals that shuffling
does not always break coherence in the expected
way due to the nature of natural language, thus
highlighting the importance of a more thoughtful
design of coherence test suites.
4.2

Story Cloze Test Suite

Hypothesis: Combining commonsense and discourse relations enables a model to detect a co5

It is worth noting that by fine-tuning on user generated

content, this ability decreases, which probably says more
condition name: original
about Reddit than aboutD IALO GPT, but as noted before, these
region 1: My friends all love to go to
results are not directly comparable as the models are of differthe club to dance. They think it’s a
ent sizes.
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herent from an incoherent ending of a given story.
We use the same corpus as for the narration shuffling condition above, but keep the order intact. The
Story Cloze test set (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016) contains an additional implausible ending to each story.
We use the annotated test set of the spring 2016
version and create items with different endings as
exemplified in (4).
(4)

a.

b.

condition name: original ending
region 1: My friends all love to go to
the club to dance. They think it’s a
lot of fun and always invite. I finally
decided to tag along last Saturday. I
danced terribly and broke a friend’s
toe.
region 2: The next weekend, I was
asked to please stay home.
condition name: distractor ending
region 1: My friends all love to go to
the club to dance. They think it’s a
lot of fun and always invite. I finally
decided to tag along last Saturday. I
danced terribly and broke a friend’s
toe.
region 2: My friends decided to keep
inviting me out as I am so much fun.

Story Cloze

Winograd
full partial

GPT-2

0.61

0.53

0.59

D IALO GPT

0.57

0.55

0.57

#items

1871

273

273

Table 2: CD scores on the Story Cloze and the Winograd
test suites (full is based on comparing the surprisals of
the whole sequences, partial only considers the regions
following the inserted referent)

as has also been applied by Radford et al. (2019)
for evaluating GPT-2’s commonsense knowledge.
We reproduce the test suite in the following way:
(5)

a.

b.

condition name: target
region 1: The city councilmen refused
the demonstrators a permit because
region 2: the city councilmen
region 3: feared violence.
condition name: distractor
region 1: The city councilmen refused
the demonstrators a permit because
region 2: the demonstrators
region 3: feared violence.

Calculating our CD score allows for a direct evaluation of language models without the need for
training a classifier on top of the model representations.

Following Trinh and Le (2019) and Radford et al.
(2019), we compare the full version (comparing the
mean surprisal over all tokens) and a partial version
(comparing the surprisal for region 3).

Results. The first column in Table 2 displays the
results on the Story Cloze test suite. While these
results leave room for improvement, it is worth
noting that they are on par or even outperform the
models from the original paper, which mostly rely
on semantic similarities between the context and
the continuations. However, we still do not learn
which linguistic devices are responsible for the
perception of coherence or incoherence of a given
ending from this data. The following test suites
are designed to investigate specific phenomena of
coherence and models abilities to encode them in
more detail.

Results. The last two columns in Table 2 report
the CD scores for the Winograd test suite.
As noted by Trinh and Le (2019), the difference
in language model scores is more obvious in the
region following the inserted correct or distracting
entity. We are able to reproduce these results in
our setting, which supports the applicability of the
CoherenceGym approach. Radford et al. (2019)
demonstrate that the performance on this task can
be increased by adding more parameters to the
model. We will inspect the impact of model sizes
on the different test suites more closely in future
work.

4.3

4.4

Winograd Schema Test Suite

Coreference Test Suite

Hypothesis: Models are able to combine common- Hypothesis: Different referring expressions reflect
sense knowledge with pronoun resolution, thus they
both the accessibility and salience status of the enare able to distinguish the correct target from the
tities being referred. For keeping in topic however,
distractor in Winograd Schema style sentences.
entities need only to be re-mentioned, regardless
This dataset was proposed by Trinh and Le (2019) of their form. In this sense, language models are
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insensitive to the use of different referring expressions.
In line with theories proposing an accessibility hierarchy that position pronouns requiring the highest level of accessibility and lexical noun phrases
(undefinites and definites) the lowest level (Givón,
1983; Ariel, 2004, cf.), we test whether language
models capture a violation in the use of referring
expressions according to their accessibility status.
For this test suite, we work with the ARRAU
corpus (Uryupina et al., 2020). In contrast to
other coreference corpora, ARRAU is multi-genre
–including news, dialogue and fiction texts– and provides annotations for non-nominal anaphora such
as discourse deixis.
We extract coreferential chains whose mentions
span consecutive sentences and with at least one
pronominal mention. The test suites examples consist of minimal pairs (6) where a same context
sentence in region 1 containing the antecedent is
followed by the sentence with the original pronoun
re-mentioning the antecedent or by a manipulated
sentence in which the pronoun is replaced by a
repetition of the antecedent in region 2.
(6)

a.

b.

condition name: pronoun
region 1: And there’s a ladder coming
out of the tree and there’s a man at the
top of the ladder
region 2: you can’t see him yet
condition name: repetition
region 1: And there’s a ladder coming
out of the tree and there’s a man at the
top of the ladder
region 2: you can’t see the man at the
top of the ladder yet

In keeping with the accessibility theory, we have
replaced the indefinite marker a with a definite the
in the repetition condition.

WSJ

VPC

Dialogue

Fiction

GPT-2

0.53

0.56

0.47

0.42

D IALO GPT

0.44

0.51

0.47

0.36

#items

512

75

68

98

Table 3: CD score results on entity re-mention test suite.
WSJ and VPC refer to the News portion of the ARRAU
corpus.

evaluated here fail to pick up.
4.5

Explicit Connectives Test Suite

Hypothesis: Meaning is constructed by building a
representation for each new sentence based on the
content of the previous sentences, and a first level
of the coherence between two segments is embodied
by explicit connectives. Hence, an inappropriate
connective between two segments will yield a content gap. Sensitivity to content-meaning implies
then sensitivity to a change in explicit connectives.
For this exercise, we work with Disco-Annotation
(Popescu-Belis et al., 2012), a corpus of segments
from the Europarl corpus (Koehn, 2005) annotated
with discourse connective senses.6 Eight discourse
connectives are annotated in the corpus (as, although, though, while, since, yet, however, meanwhile), with one of five possible senses (contrast,
concession, causal, temporal, comparison). We
excluded all examples where the connective is in a
segment initial position, since the previous segment
is not provided, a setting incompatible with our constraints. This removed all examples of meanwhile.
A minimal pair is created from each segment (7),
where all the tokens up to the connective are used
as context, followed by the original connective or
another connective from the set, and the continuation of the segment.

(7)
a. condition name: original
Results. The results show that when presented
region 1: We share the widespread outwith a new lexical entity, neither model has a clear
rage at its attitude to history, in particpreference for a pronominal re-mention of the enular World War II, but also its policies
tity (Table 3). The very nature of the language
on enlargement, on immigration, on
model will drive it to topic continuity, as it is derace and its attitude to the European
signed to generate tokens based on a previous hisUnion itself. We were also outraged,
tory. However, this does not automatically ensures
region 2: however
cohesion. Both pronominalisation and repetition
region 3: , at the tolerance of the left
represent cohesive ties to the previous context recoverable from surface cues. The difference is that
6
Europarl segments are either very long sentences formed
the first involves a stronger link with the context, by several clauses or by 2-3 sentences clustered together, as a
licensing the use of the pronoun, which the models
product of the sentence alignment process.
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b.

for the tyranny, the terror and the excesses of the former USSR.
condition name: manipulated
region 1: We share the widespread outrage at its attitude to history, in particular World War II, but also its policies
on enlargement, on immigration, on
race and its attitude to the European
Union itself. We were also outraged,
region 2: since
region 3: , at the tolerance of the left
for the tyranny, the terror and the excesses of the former USSR.

Some connectives may have the same sense depending on the specific context in which they appear
(Stede, 2012; Webber et al., 2003), for instance
both since and while may bear a temporal interpretation. On that account, we expect that a replacement with a different connective bearing a different
sense leads to region 3 being more surprising than
a different connective able to have the same sense.
Results. Not all relations captured by the connectives are equally difficult, producing high variability in the scores, as shown in Table 4. While
temporal senses seem to be relatively unproblematic (scores about 0.85 on average, GPT-2), ‘contrast’, ‘concession’ and in particular ‘causal’ senses
are more difficult to distinguish (since_causal and
as_causal have averages of 0.66 and 0.52 respectively).
The results for as present an interesting contrast.
This connective can also be used as a preposition.
When the connectives with this particular sense
are replaced, the models do not have any trouble
recognising the original from the manipulated sentence, as suggested by the systematic high scores
obtained, between 0.96 and 0.99. In most other
senses, however, scores plummet as low as 0.28.
We observe a similar pattern for yet when used as
an adverb in the D IALOG PT model.
4.6

Speaker Commitment Test Suite

extracted from the PERSONA - CHAT corpus introduced in Section 4.1. The sentences can either be
part of the conversation or the persona descriptions.
We extract the contradicting sentence pairs from the
human verified test set, and create two conditions
for each utterance pair, as illustrated below:
(8)

a.

b.

condition name: speaker change
region 1: since the beginning of the
year, i am a nurse. [SEP]
region 2: i am a kindergarten teacher.
condition name: same speaker
region 1: since the beginning of the
year, i am a nurse.
region 2: i am a kindergarten teacher.

In the first condition, we simulate a speaker change
by introducing a [SEP] token (which is converted
to the tokenizer’s separator token internally) in the
dialogue history, whereas in the second condition
the continuation is uttered by the same speaker as
the context.
A model that is encoding some notion of speaker
commitment should find the second utterance more
surprising if no speaker change occurred.
As non-dialogue language models do not encode
the notion of speaker change, this test suite only
yields relevant results for dialogue models.
Results. D IALO GPT shows a tendency towards
finding contradictions within the same speaker
more surprising. A manual inspection of the data
revealed that even though we use the human verified test set, there are quite some instances where
the implications are not as clear, for example in the
following two sentence pairs:
(9)

a.

b.

"my nurse skills come in handy when
i volunteer."
"i am a kindergarten teacher."
"i love art and want to be a famous
artist."
"i am a kindergarten teacher."

Hypothesis: While it is possible for different speakers to have different opinions, speakers should not
This highlights the importance of quality over quancontradict themselves. This test suite targets the
tity. In future work, we will inspect this phenotion of speaker commitment in dialogue models. nomenon more closely and combine the selection
The test suite is created automatically based on the
of items with human evaluation, to gain a better
DialogueNLI corpus (Welleck et al., 2019), which
understanding of how the notion of speaker comcontains pairs of utterances annotated as contradic- mitment is and can be encoded in neural dialogue
tion, entailment or neutral. The sentence pairs are
models.
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GPT-2
Connective used in manipulation

DIALOGPT

Connective used in manipulation

although
–
–

as
0.92
1.00

however
0.92
0.86

since
0.857
0.86

though
0.84
0.43

while
0.86
1.00

yet
0.90
0.86

although
–
–

as
0.88
1.00

however
0.83
0.86

since
0.82
1.00

though
0.76
0.93

while
0.76
0.79

yet
0.89
1.00

as_causal
as_comparison
as_concession
as_PREPOSITION
as_temporal

0.44
0.96
0.33
0.99
0.95

–
–
–
–
–

0.80
0.95
0.67
0.99
0.95

0.28
0.96
0.67
0.98
0.86

0.64
0.94
0.33
0.99
1.00

0.72
0.97
1.00
0.99
0.81

0.80
0.97
1.00
0.99
0.95

0.64
0.86
0.67
0.96
0.86

–
–
–
–
–

0.68
0.89
0.67
0.97
1.00

0.40
0.86
0.67
0.97
0.86

0.84
0.93
1.00
0.97
1.00

0.80
0.87
1.00
0.97
0.76

0.88
0.92
0.67
0.98
1.00

however_concession
however_contrast

0.70
0.67

0.90
0.89

–
–

0.86
0.89

0.63
0.33

0.80
0.89

0.64
0.67

0.58
0.67

0.79
0.89

–
–

0.79
0.78

0.71
0.56

0.71
0.67

0.53
0.56

since_causal
since_temporal-causal
since_temporal

0.61
1.00
0.96

0.78
0.83
0.97

0.83
1.00
0.96

–
–
–

0.72
1.00
0.94

0.79
1.00
0.97

0.93
1.00
0.98

0.66
0.67
0.95

0.82
1.00
0.97

0.74
1.00
0.95

–
–
–

0.83
0.83
0.95

0.79
0.83
0.92

0.89
1.00
0.95

though_concession
though_contrast

0.43
0.56

0.82
0.84

0.79
0.84

0.87
0.88

–
–

0.78
0.88

0.90
0.80

0.37
0.41

0.87
0.75

0.76
0.59

0.82
0.77

–
–

0.78
0.72

0.79
0.83

while_concession
while_contrast
while_temporal-causal
while_temporal-contrast
while_temporal

0.46
0.78
0.90
0.73
0.57

1.00
0.93
0.80
0.90
0.57

1.00
0.93
0.90
0.90
0.71

0.96
0.85
0.70
0.73
0.86

0.78
0.81
0.80
0.77
0.71

–
–
–
–
–

0.98
0.81
0.80
0.81
0.86

0.57
0.81
0.80
0.67
0.86

0.96
0.93
0.80
0.81
0.71

0.87
0.81
1.00
0.81
0.86

0.89
0.85
0.70
0.85
0.86

0.76
0.96
0.90
0.88
1.00

–
–
–
–
–

0.93
0.81
1.00
0.81
1.00

yet_ADV
yet_concession
yet_contrast

0.95
0.92
0.92

0.98
0.95
0.88

0.82
0.95
0.88

0.93
0.92
0.92

0.93
0.97
0.92

0.98
0.95
0.79

–
–
–

0.92
0.59
0.67

0.96
0.90
0.96

0.85
0.72
0.75

0.92
0.79
0.88

0.94
0.74
0.79

0.97
0.85
0.88

–
–
–

CONNECTIVE SENSE

although_concession
although_contrast

Table 4: CD scores on explicit connectives test suite. The first column list all the connective senses from DiscoAnnotation. Scores below 0.50 are boldfaced, while the PREPOSITION and ADVERB senses are highlighted in
yellow.

can reflect.
The mixed results we get, with some manipulaD IALO GPT
0.59
tions (e.g. the different sense connective substitutions) easily being spotted by the tested models and
#items
4041
others (e.g. how to re-mention entities, or speaker
Table 5: CD score for speaker commitment test suite.
contradictions) posing to be more difficult, point to
the value of such targeted evaluation, which eventually might help in pointing towards where the
5 Conclusions
introduction of different inductive biases could increase a model’s performance.
We revisit the targeted evaluation paradigm and
In this study, we focus on the English language.
create test suites focusing on specific coherence
However, our approach is not inherently designed
phenomena. Each test suite contains minimal pairs
for English alone. While lm-zoo only contains
of sequences that illustrate a specific component of
English language models at the moment, other lancoherence.
We evaluate two transformer models for lan- guage models can be added easily. The shuffling
perturbations can be applied to any corpus. Our
guage and dialogue modelling based on the token
other test suites are based on available annotated
level surprisal scores they assign to the coherent
corpora, which require some familiarity with the
and incoherent versions. Extending the existing
SyntaxGym toolkit, we evaluate GPT-2 and D I - language, but can in principle be applied in a similar fashion to resources in other languages, such
ALO GPT on our newly designed test suites on enas the Potsdam Commentary Corpus (Bourgonje
tity re-mention, explicit discourse connectives and
and Stede, 2020) for German connectives, for exspeaker commitment in dialogue. Existing test sets
ample. We leave a multilingual extension of our
are also integrated easily, which we demonstrate
for sentence order detection, Story Cloze and Wino- framework for future work.
grad Schema resolution tasks. Our results support
Our next efforts will focus on adding more lanprevious work suggesting that the notion of coher- guage and dialogue models to determine the impact
ence encoded in neural language models is more
of different model architectures and sizes. Building
nuanced than the sentence order discrimination task
additional test suites in order to capture a more thor4171
contradiction

ough notion of coherence is also among our priorities. Last, we plan to collect human judgements to
evaluate our coherence manipulations more closely
and to create an upper bound for what we can expect from neural models.
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